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(54) INK JET PRINTER
(11) 4-307258 (A) (43) 29.10.1992 (19) JP

(21) Appl. No. 3*72004 (22) 5.4.1991

(71) MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC IND CO LTD (72) KOEI MATSUDA(3)
(51) Int. CI 5

. B41J2/175,B41J2/05

PURPOSE: To obtain stable emitting capacity and high speed response by making

the specific resistance, viscosity and surface tension of conductive ink having

temp, dependence constant by keeping the^tejnp, of the conductive ink constant.

CONSTITUTION: In an ink jet printer equipped with an ink tank 1 having conduc-

tive ink 2 received therein, the nozzle 3 connected to the ink tank 1 to be

opened on the side of said ink tank 1 and closed on the opposite side thereof,

a pair of the electrodes 5, 6 in the nozzle 3 and a selective application device

7 selectively applying pulse voltage to a pair of the electrodes 5, 6, a heating

device 11 heating the conductive ink 2, a temp, detector 10 detecting the temp,

of the conductive ink 2 and a temp, control unit 12 controlling the temp, of

the heating device 11 corresponding to the temp, of the ink detected by the
' temp, detector 10 are mounted.

8: power supply, 13:
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(54) PREPARATION OF SIDE YOKE
(11) 4-307259 (A) (43) 29.10.1992 (19) JP
(21) Appl. No. 3-73032 (22) 5.4.1991

(71) SEIKO EPSON CORP (72) YUKIMICHI KONO
(51) Int. CP. B41J2/23

PURPOSE: To prevent the generation of a burr due to grinding or lapping processing,

in the preparation of the side yoke being the principal part of a wire dot head

performing dot matrix printing, by- sufficiently providing shear drops and oblique

surfaces to the outer peripheral and inner peripheral end parts of the side yoke to

perform press processing. V .

CONSTITUTION: A pilot hole, a crushing lower hole and a pilot deformation preventing

window hole are successively formed to a plate material composed of pure iron or

silicon steel. Next, the joggling crushing processing and saw-tooth punching processing

of the central part of a product are performed and an outer shape is punched to

prepare a side yoke 8a. At this time, oblique surfaces 9 and shear drops are largely

taken on the joggling crushed surface and outer peripheral part of the side yoke.

Subsequently, the side yoke is set to a surface press die so that the press burr side

thereof is turned down and a surface press punch is applied to the side yoke by a

press to apply chamfering processing to the outer periphery and the saw-tooth parts

of the side yoke. Thereafter, the side yoke is ground and polished to be finished so

as to have predetermined thickness. At this time, the generation of a burr on the

surface of the yoke can be prevented by the shear drops 10 and the oblique surfaces

9 and the generation of the burr on the rear of the yoke can be prevented by the

surfaces of the outer periphery and the saw-tooth parts.

(54) PRINTING CONTROL APPARATUS
(11) 4-307260 (A) (43) 29.10.1992 (19) JP
(21) Appl. No. 3-71592 (22) 4.4.1991

(71) MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC IND CO LTD (72) SEIZABURO EZAKI
(51) Int. CI 5

. B41J2/30

PURPOSE: To prevent the deterioration of printing quality due to the temp,

rise of a printing head and to impart stable printing quality in the printing

control apparatus of an impact type printing apparatus.

CONSTITUTION: A resistor Rl is inserted in series to the drive coil SI of a

solenoid ejecting the printing wire of a printing head. The current of the drive

coil SI is detected by detecting the voltage generated across both terminals

of the resistor Rl. On the basis of this detected output, a CPU 1 detects that

the temp, of the drive coil rises and the internal resistance of said coil is in-

creased to stop the operation of a transistor Trl controlling printing for a

certain period. Since the temp, rise of the drive coil causing the deterioration

of printing quality can be certainly detected, proper control is performed and

printing quality can be stabilized.
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